
My Roll20 Macro collection 
 

So, I am documenting some of my Rol20 macros to show what I have learned and to help others take advantage of what 

they can do to streamline their game. 

 

All macros listed can be created using the Basic (free) or Plus subscriptions.  There are many more features that the use 

of Roll20 Character Sheets or a PRO subscription offer but they are beyond the scope of this document. 

I am using the macros that I have for Mike’s Jade Regent campaign because I am running two characters in that 

campaign and it will allow me to show the greatest range of macro formulas.  The two characters I run in that game are 

Belana (female wizard) and Mitch (male fighter).  In general the macros that deal with Belana start with B. and the 

macros for Mitch begin with M..  This just makes organizing a little easier. 

This will be lengthy because I plan on capturing screen shots of each macro, explaining what each one does and then 

giving you the text so that you can copy and paste as a starting point for your own macros and games. 

Okay now on to the macros.   

Initiatives 
The first two are Initiative.  These are the only ones that I have checked to ‘Show as Token Action’.  This is to make 

ensure that a token is selected before clicking it.  I just click on Belana’s icon and hit B.Initiative, then select Mitch’s icon 

and hit M.Initiative.  Both tokens are then automatically added to the Turn Tracker. 

  

Belana's initiative is  [[1d20+1.01 &{tracker}]]      Mitch's initiative is [[1d20+3.03 &{tracker}]] 

Belana has a +1 Init bonus and Mitch has a +3 Init bonus. 



 

Whisper 
This macro lets me whisper to the GM, or any other player, without the fear of forgetting the proper format.  It first 

prompts for who I want to message, defaulting to the GM.  And then prompts for the message I wish to send.  The 

names must match the names at the bottom of the screen. 

 

/w ?{Whisper to|GM|Kevin|Erebus|Esteban|Kainyn|Koji|Munpo|Nisha|Reinum's} ?{Message?} 

 

Die Rollers 
This Die Roller is a fast, easy way of rolling for any miscellaneous circumstances.  In this circumstance it prompts for who 

is doing the die roll because there are two characters at one workstation.  Normally you could start the macro with 

“’Name’ rolls a ”  followed by 4 variables that prompt for the number of die, the number of sides per die, the modifier (if 

any) and some test that explains the roll.   The number after the variable name is the default. 

 

?{Who?|Mitch|Belana} rolls a [[?{How many|1}d?{Die Type|20} + ?{Modifier|0}]] ?{Reason}. 

 



 

This roller does the same thing but it whispers the results to the GM. 

 

/w GM ?{Who?|Mitch|Belana} rolls a [[?{How many|1}d?{Die Type|20} + ?{Modifier|0}]] ?{Reason}. 

 

Saving Throws 
Saving Throws are an important roll to have handy and this macro provides easy access to both characters but can easily 

be adapted for just one.  It does NOT provide adjustments for special conditions so be sure to add those separate.  That 

feature can be accomplished with a more complex formula which I can provide if someone wants to see it.  It involves 

using the default template which you will see later. 

 

?{Select Saving Throw| 
Fortitude, Belana rolls a [[1d20+2]] Fortitude save.  Mitch rolls a [[1d20+8]] Fortitude save.   They each get +4 from 
Endurance vs NL damage or environmental effects.| 
Reflex, Belana rolls a [[1d20+2]] Reflex save.  Mitch rolls a [[1d20+6]] Reflex save. | 
Will, Belana rolls a [[1d20+8]] Will save.  Mitch rolls a [[1d20+2]] Will save.  He gets +2 vs fear effects.| 
Belana Fortitude, Belana rolls a [[1d20+2]] Fortitude save.  +4 from Endurance vs NL damage or environmental effects. | 



Belana Reflex, Belana rolls a [[1d20+2]] Reflex save. | 
Belana Will, Belana rolls a [[1d20+8]] Will save. | 
Mitch Fortitude, Mitch rolls a [[1d20+8]] Fortitude save.  +4 from Endurance vs NL damage or environmental effects. | 
Mitch Reflex, Mitch rolls a [[1d20+6]] Reflex save. | 
Mitch Will, Mitch rolls a [[1d20+2]] Will save.  +2 vs fear effects. | 
} 
 

Skill Checks 
Skill checks are next.  They are very similar to Saving Throw.  Variables are fixed and rolls are made quick and easy.  

Shown here are the macros for both Belana and Mitch.    The text only shows skill macros for Belana but this should be 

enough to extrapolate.  Note the blank line in the beginning of the Actions.  This becomes important later on.  Note the 

special circumstance for Endurance.  Similar notations can be made for a rogue’s perception check or anything else of 

note.  The double asterisks before and after the skill name tell Roll20 to make this text bold. 

  

?{Select Skill Check| 
Acrobatics, Belana rolls a [[1d20+1]] **Acrobatics** check. | 
Appraise, Belana rolls a [[1d20+7]] **Appraise** check. | 
Bluff, Belana rolls a [[1d20+3]] **Bluff** check. | 
Climb, Belana rolls a [[1d2-1]] **Climb** check. | 
Diplomacy, Belana rolls a [[1d20+6]] **Diplomacy** check. | 
Disguise, Belana rolls a [[1d20+3]] **Disguise** check. | 
Escape Artist, Belana rolls a [[1d20+1]] **Escape Artist** check. | 
Fly, Belana rolls a [[1d20+6]] **Fly** check. | 
Handle Animal, Belana rolls a [[1d20+7]] **Handle Animal** check. | 
Heal, Belana rolls a [[1d20+3]] **Heal** check. | 
Intimidate, Belana rolls a [[1d20+3]] **Intimidate** check. | 
Linguistics, Belana rolls a [[1d20+7]] **Linguistics** check. | 
Perception, Belana rolls a [[1d20+9]] **Perception** check. | 
Ride, Belana rolls a [[1d20+1]] **Ride** check. | 
Sense Motive, Belana rolls a [[1d20+6]] **Sense Motive** check. | 



Spellcraft, Belana rolls a [[1d20+13]] **Spellcraft** check. | 
Stealth, Belana rolls a [[1d20+1]] **Stealth** check. | 
Survival, Belana rolls a [[1d20+7]] **Survival** check. | 
Swim, Belana rolls a [[1d20+3]] **Swim** check. +4 to resist non-lethal damage due to Endurance.| 
Use Magic Device, Belana rolls a [[1d20+7]] **Use Magic Device** check. | 
Knowledge Local, Belana rolls a [[1d20+8]] **Knowledge: Local** check. | 
Knowledge Arcana, Belana rolls a [[1d20+11]] **Knowledge: Arcana** check. | 
Knowledge Religion, Belana rolls a [[1d20+7]] **Knowledge: Religion** check. | 
Profession Cook, Belana rolls a [[1d20+9]] **Profession: Cook** check. | 
Profession Innkeeper, Belana rolls a [[1d20+7]] **Profession: Innkeeper** check. | 
} 
 

Perception 
Perception is a Skill Check that is included in the macros above but it is used often enough that I think it should have it’s 

own ‘In Bar’ action.  Remember to edit this, and all of these macros, whenever a character levels up. 

 

Belana rolls a [[1d20+9]] **Perception** check. 

Mitch rolls a [[1d20+5]] **Perception** check. 

 

Attack Actions 
For attack roll macros we are going to focus on Mitch because he is at the core, a fighter.  The macros shown here will 

lay a foundation for many of the next level macros, including the use of the default table.  The earlier macros used a 

simple pull-down list, but the chosen options could only be simple formulas with no variables.  The use of 

&{template:default} allows you to present a list of several complex macros to choose from which themselves can have 

complex formulas and variables.  We start with a macro which brings up several attack options for Mitch to choose from.  

In the macro below, &{template:default} tells roll20 to bring up a menu of options within the chat log.  The next field,  

{{name=???}} define the name of the table.  The text enclosed in the square brackets, [ ], label the action choices. While 

the (!#macro) references the macro that will be called based on that choice.  This macro references four other macros.  

They all work together to provide a decent amount of choices for this character’s attack options.  This listed lists 4 

choices, the last of which provides a template for a generic attack roll.  Examine all of these nested macros and how they 

interact within each other to present a comprehensive solution.   



    

&{template:default} {{name=Mitch Attack}} {{ 
[Greataxe w/PA-VS](!#M.Atk.PA/VS)  
[Greataxe Flanking w/PA-VS](!#M.Atk.Flank-PA/VS) 
[Enlarged w/PA-VS](!#M.Atk.Enlarged-PA/VS) 
[Misc. Attack](!#M.Atk.MiscAttack) 
}} 
 

The next three macros M.Atk.PA/VS, M.Atk.Flank-RA/vs and M.Atk.MiscAttack, complete the attack options for Mitch.  

The first two are his most common attacks and the last one is adaptable enough for any situation. 

This first one, M.Atk.PA/VS is Mitch using Power Attack and Vital Strike.  Note that these three macros all start with 

M.Atk.  This helps keep similar macros grouped together in the list.  Another new feature in this macro is the use of 

‘1d20cs>’.  This expands the Critical threat range of the attack roll.  1d20cs>19 means that any roll equal or greater than 

19 on a d20 is a critical threat.  If you have a critical threat range of 17 or greater, then you would use ‘1d20cs>17’ in the 

formula.  This macro also defaults Mitch’s attack modifier at 17 but it prompts to accommodate any change for effects 

like Haste, Bless, or other temporary effects. 

 

Mitch attacks, [[1d20cs>19+?{Modifier|17}]] with PowerAttack, doing [[1d12+23]] damage plus [[1d12]] with Vital 

Strike. 



 

The next macro, M.Atk.Flank-PA/VS, does the same thing but is automatically adjusted for Flanking bonuses. 

 

Mitch is flanking and attacks, [[1d20cs>19+?{Atk Mod|19}]] with PowerAttack, doing [[1d12+?{Dmg Mod|24}]] damage 

plus [[1d12]] with Vital Strike. 

The third option shows Mitch attacking while Enlarged.  It is like the first two but has specific changes due to the larger 

size.  Note that the prompted defaults reflect the new status but still allow for easy adjustments during game play. 

 

Mitch is Enlarged and using PowerAttack.  [[1d20cs>19+?{Attack Modifier|17}]] to hit, doing [[3d6+?{Damage 

Modifier|24}]] damage.  Plus [[3d6]] for Vital Strike. 

This last macro catches all the various options.  It could be used instead of the others, but the others afford a faster 

reaction.  It prompts for the weapon used, the attack modifier, the number of damage die, the size of the damage die,  

and the modifier of the damage.  There are also defaults of each. 



 

Mitch attacks with his ?{Weapon|Adamantine Mace|Dagger|Sap|Composite Longbow|Greataxe}.  [[1d20+?{Attack 

Modifier|12}]] to hit doing [[?{Number of damage die|1}d?{Sides per damage die|8}+?{Damage Modifier|15}]] points of 

damage. 

 

Casting a Spell 
Now let’s look at Belana’s Spell macros.  We are going to use the &{template:default} again to give us a table of choices. 

And we will create macros for all her spells that have a modifier associated with it. 

 

&{template:default} {{name=Belana casts a spell}} {{[Acid Splash](!#B.Cast.AcidSplash) [Disrupt 

Undead](!#B.Cast.DisruptUndead) [Fireball](!#B.Cast.Fireball) [Flaming Sphere](!#B.Cast.FlamingSphere) [Flaming 

Sphere Rnd2-5](!#B.Cast.FlamingSphere.Rnd2-5) [Identify](!#B.Cast.Identify) [Magic Missile](!#B.Cast.MagicMissile) 

[Spell Concentration Check](!#B.Cast.SpConChk) [Overcome Spell Resistance](!#B.Cast.vSR)}} 

Now I am not going to show you every spell but I want to share the Flaming Sphere spell because there are two different 

macros for that spell.  The first is the initial casting of that spell. The next is the spell during Round 2- 5 of its duration.  

The other two macros I will show you aren’t really spells either but they are spell related.  They are Spell Concentration 

Check and Overcome Spell Resistance.  In any of these macros you can add information which might be important, such 

as Saving Throw info.  You can also add flavor text to make the spell or action come alive. 



 

Belana casts Flaming Sphere causing a 3' ball of flame to roll around as directed by Belana as a move action (30') doing 

[[3d6]] fire damage. Reflex DC 15 negates. (SR-yes)  It lasts for 5 rounds. 

 

Here’s the macro for rounds 2 thru 5. 

 

Belana directs the Flaming Sphere and it does [[3d6]] points of damage. Reflex DC 15 negates. 

 

Spell Concentration Check 



 

Belana concentrates on casting this spell.  [[1d20+?{Modifier|8}]] concentration check.  DCs found in CRB p.207.  If 

Casting Defensively DC is (15+ double spell level) to avoid AoO. 

 

Spell penetration to overcome Spell Resistance. 

 

Belana makes a caster level check of [[1d20+?{Modifier|8}]] to overcome Spell Resistance. 

 

Bring it all together 
So now I have Skill, Spell Casting and Attack actions for Belana.  And Skill and Attack actions for Mitch.  I want to group 

those together so I can have fewer macros listed in the macro quick bar.  So I created a Belana.Actions and 

Mitch.Actions macro to present choices.  I’ll show you both but I’m only pasting the text from Belana. 



   

&{template:default} {{name=Belana Actions}} {{[Attack](!#B.Act.Attack) [Cast a spell](!#B.Act.Cast) [Skill 

check](!#B.Act.Skill)}} 

 

Note:  Earlier in this document I mentioned that it was important to note that some of these macros have a blank line at 

the top of the Actions section.  I have found this blank line necessary for any macro that is launched from another 

macro.  So if I use Belana.Actions to launch B.Act.Skill, then the first line of B.Act.Skill needs to be blank. 

 

So in the end I have something like this. 



 

1. Initiatives for Belana and Mitch in the Token Action bar which requires me to select a token before I can access 

them. 

2. The Initiative macros auto populate the Turn Order. 

3. This is my list of macros that I want ready access to. 

4. This shows you what the table looks like when I select Belana.Actions from the macro quick bar. 

5. If I select Cast a spell from the menu above I am presented with this list. 

6. Selecting Flaming Sphere runs that spells macro with these results. 

 

Well I knew that this was going to be long when I started it and there are a lot more details that I could share but this 

should give everyone some good food for thought to begin creating your own macros.  Have fun.  Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

 


